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Engineers interact with VC of NED University Sarosh Lodi
TORONTO – The Vice Chancellor
of NED University of Engineering
& Technology, Dr. Sarosh H Lodi
made a short trip to Canada prior to
NED Centennial celebration which
is to be held in Karachi in the second
week of June, 2022. Taking advantage of his visit, a luncheon event
was organized by NED Alumni
Association Canada (NEDAC) in
his honour on at Apollo Banquet
Hall in Mississauga.
The event was exclusively
arranged for NEDAC members s that
they could have a one-on-one interaction with the Vice Chancellor.The
NEDAC President Ms. Nazli Khan
gave her welcome speech followed
by Dr. Lodi’s address where he provideda summary of ongoing projects
and activities at NEDUET, Karachi.
This was followed by a speech of
NEDAC's Vice-president Mr. Arshad

the main purpose of the
event which was interaction of membership with
the Vice Chancellor got
underway. The membership gave forth a question
to the Vice Chancellor
who obliged in answering
to the members' satisfaction. With the conclusion
of the question/answer
session, the guest of honSarosh Lodi addressing a gathering in Canada
our Dr. Sarosh Lodi was
Azhar where he gave a summary of invited to initiate the lunch, followed
the working of NEDAC's Board. He by all guests in attendance. Even durspecifically emphasized the excellent ing lunch, the membership availed
work of the Scholarship committee the opportunity to interact with the
headed by Mr. Karamat Ullah, Vice Chancellor. at the end the
NEDAC Board presented a memenGeneral Secretary of NEDAC.
Currently, NEDAC is sponsoring a to to the Vice Chancellor with apprefull fee scholarship (year one to year ciation for obliging the NEDAC
four) of 50 students of NEDUET. Board with an afternoon of quesWith the conclusion of introductions, tion/answer session.

Economic meltdown imminent, who can deny it?
(Continued from Page 9)
Who did they replace the IK regime
with? The most corrupt, self-centered
and incompetent regime that has nosedived our economy.
The recent budget has no basis, all
its numbers are termed as provisional.
They have let loose a price hike that
will make life a living hell for the poor
and salaried class. Progress made in
three plus years has been frittered
away in less than three months. There
is no respite in sight. PM Sharif
embarked on fruitless trips to seek
loans from friendly countries. He was
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too embarrassed to reach out to China,
so the Army Chief went there as a
proxy. Why would China support a
regime that has been expressly
brought in to further its containment?
It is no longer about politics. It is the
survival of the country that is at stake.
The Sharifs and Zardari fulfilled their
personal agendas by crippling NAB.
All the stand-up officials investigating
the corrupt are either dead or headed
for that fate. In this age of social media
all the actors within Pakistan stand
totally exposed. Since Z A Bhutto, it is
for the first time that the public is unit-

ed and have seen through this unholy
alliance. All was not well under PTI. I
have been critical of PM IK for saddling us with Buzdar.
However, the people have gone
past his failings and have united
against the bigger evil. In this dangerous game of attempting to dismember Pakistan, only the masses
can prevent this unholy matrimony
from being consummated.
They must turn out en masse to
force the hand of those in power to
hold free and fair elections for
Pakistan’s sake.

